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RTD Return to duty

KIA Killed in action
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On May 19,1944, Bill's B-24 (42-78193) was shot down on a mission out of San

Giovanni Air Base to hit a partially sunken Heavy Cruiser in the harbor of Genoa, Italy.

The plane with crew was reported missing in action, and next of kin were informed.

This was Bill's 25th mission. The B-24 was badly shot-up by 88mm flak and JU-88's.

With all the engines out, all the controls out except the elevators, and the bomb bay

doors stuck in the open position, they had to "fly it" into the water to avoid a stall. The

B-24 broke-up on impact. The main wing and forward fuselage remained intact and

afloat, with the nose section pointed up toward the sky. Six men initially surfaced from

the crash. All were injured. One, a distance from the others, was holding fast to the

wing. He went down still holding on to the wing when the forward section sank. All but

one of the remaining aircrew were able to inflate and board a ten man life raft. One

man (believed to be the Co-Pilot) was only able to hang-on to the raft due to his

injuries. As they tried to bring him aboard there was an explosion - thought to be a

20mm shell. The raft was suddenly full of holes. That man went down with the raft

when it sank, the rest were all back into the water. After approximately four hours

clinging to a "walk around" oxygen bottle for flotation, Bill along with the Pilot, Radio

Operator and Tail Gunner were spotted by the Pilot of a patrolling P-39 Air Cobra

responding to thier May Day. He dropped a life raft to them that immediately sank. A

British Air/Sea Rescue Supermarine Walrus amphibious biplane was dispatched to

pick them up. Once the four were aboard, the aircraft began taking on water and was

now too heavy to fly. To save his own aircraft, the Pilot ordered the men back into the

water. A British Medical PT boat had arrived in the meantime. A life raft was sent to

transfer them over. After two trips with the raft, the surviving crew were taken to safety

and much needed care at a British Field Hospital on the island of Ischia.

(From interview December 7, 2001)
















